Introduction
Detailed information on thermophysical and equilibrium thermodynamic data for the important homologous series of organic compounds is of both theoretical and practical interest. The Subcommittee on Thermodynamic Data of the IUPAC Commission on Thermodynamics recently initiated several international data projects. The main purpose of these projects is to stimulate world wide cooperation of experimentalists and data evaluators, in order to establish representative and consistent data bases of evaluated data on different thermodynamic properties.
This article was prepared in connection with the IUPAC projects "The Vapor-Liquid Equilibria in l-Alkanol + n -Alkanes Mixtures" and "The Heat Capacities of Liquid Substances". The main objective of this critical compilation is to review and evaluate all calorimetric data on heat capacities of l-alkanols up to CIS in the liquid state, and to present the "best" recommended values obtained by temperature correlation of the data from the selected sources.
Previous compilations
Although attention has been paid over the last 20 years to the evaluation of thermodynamic properties of alcohols, there is no current critical compilation which would present temperature correlation of critically reviewed heat capacity data for the homologous series of l-alkanols. New important measurements were pub-lished recently (most of the data for C IO and higher 1-alkanols appeared within the last 10 years) and older evaluations need an updating.
Touloukian and Makita (70TOU/MAK) compiled and evaluated heat capacity data for 55 industrially important pure substances, including methanol and ethanol. As important new measurements were carried out for both alkanols in the meantime, their evaluation is not up-todate anymore. In the Supplement to this compilation (76TOU/MAK) some other alcohols are included; the data were not, however, critically assessed and no recommendations were given.
The physicochemical data for aliphatic alkanols are summarized in a compilation by Wilhoit and Zwolinski (73WIL/ZVO) ; an overview of heat capacity sources is given but recommended values are presented only at one or more of three typical temperatures (melting point, normal boiling point, 298.15 K).
The most recent Soviet compilation of thermodynamic properties of oxygen containing organic compounds (84V AS/PET) also summarizes the data from the sources which are not readily available in the West. However, only the raw data from different sources are tabulated (with the estimation of their accuracy) without any comparison, correlation and recommendation.
An impressive amount of data sources is listed in the compilation of thermodynamic properties of organic compounds, in the condensed state, by Domalski and coworkers (84DOM/EV A). Heat capacity with the general evaluation of accuracy is given usuall~ only at one temperature for each listed reference, no recommended values were generated. Wilhoit et al. (85WIL/CHA) published a very thorough evaluation and correlation of heat capacity data in condensed phases for oxygen containing compounds C 1 to C 4 • Their recommendations for the four lowest members of the homologous series of I-alkanols are updated by this article as we include some recent sources which were not considered by them.
Two recent evaluations published in "non-open" literature are the recommended heat capacities for the liquid l-alkanols C 1 to C s tabulated by the Thermodynamics Research Center of Texas A&M University (87TRC) and the recommended data generated for saturation heat capacities of aliphatic alcohols C 1 to C I6 by the Engineering Science Data Unit (79ENG) . In the latter report parameters of temperature correlation and recommended values are tabulated for the temperature range between melting point temperature and 320 to 400 K according to the type of the substance. Data sources which were used to establish the equations are listed, but no details about the assessment and selection process are given; for certain compounds where little experimental data were available the parameters were estimated.
Heat capacity data for l-alkanols are also listed in a number of general tables of physicochemical properties; the most important of them are reviewed by Wilhoit et al. (85WIL/CHA) . Either direct experimental or smoothed values are tabulated; although in most tables the references to the used data sources are presented, there is not usually any other specification available.
Types of Heat Capacity Data
Thermodynamics defines three types of heat capacities: isochoric, isobaric and saturation. While the first type is rarely determined experimentally for liquids, and is primarily of theoretical interest, the data for the other two heat capacities are reported in the literature. Isobaric heat capacity is defined as (1) and saturation heat capacity as c.at = T(aS/aT),a,
where subscript sat denotes that pressure changes with temperature along the vapor-liquid saturation curve.
In most experimental determinations, a sample under investigation is heated or cooled; the amount of exchanged heat and the corresponding temperature change are measured. When the process is carried out at constant pressure, the isobaric heat capacity C p is obtained.
If the temperature change is performed under conditions of vapor-liquid equilibrium, the experimental value is saturation heat capacity c.at. In this case the heat capacity of a two phase system is measured. This quantity has to be converted to C sat using correction for heat capacity of vapor and enthalpy of vaporization which both contribute to the total value of the measured heat (46HOG) .
Heat capacities are related by definition to temperature derivatives of entropy, and the experimental values corresponding to finite temperature change cannot be automatically considered as C p and C,al defined by Eqs.
(1) and (2). The heat capacity of organic liquids changes moderately with temperature (except in the region of high vapor pressures) and the true heat capacity equals in most cases the experimental value within the error of measurement if the temperature increment does not exceed several degrees (temperature changes between 3 to 8 K are the most frequent). When the temperature change in the experiment is above 10 K, the value obtained is denoted in the following tables as average heat capacity C avg • This type of quantity has never been used for establishing recommended values.
Below the normal boiling temperature the experimental isobaric heat capacity usually relates to the atmospheric pressure though it is not frequently specified in the original source. C p depends little on pressure at low and moderate vapor pressures, and its effect can be neglected unless the pressure change is large. Above the normal boiling temperature the saturation heat capacities rather than C p data are reported in the original literature. Measurements with pure l-alkanols at pressures remote from the vapor pressure are rare; they are interesting primarily for mixture investigation and no special atten-tion has been paid to them in the context of this compilation. These data were considered (after the appropriate correction) only as exceptions in those cases when they were determined at pressures not too far removed from the saturation line and they extended the temperature range of available data.
The relationship between saturation and isobaric heat capacities can be derived from the entropy differential expressed as a function of temperature and pressure. The final equation connecting C sa , and C p at the same temperature T and vapor pressure Psa' is:
The conversion can be made using temperature correlations of liquid density and vapor pressure. Both derivatives in Eq. (3) are positive and C sa • is therefore always smaller than Cpo The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (3) increases with increasing vapor pressure and becomes important only at temperatures far above the normal boiling point temperature T b • Below that temperature the difference between C p and C sat is substantially smaller than the uncertainty in very precise heat capacity measurements (0.1 percent).
In the cases where heat capacities are tabulated in this article above the normal boiling temperature, they always relate to the vapor pressure of the compound. Both types of heat capacity are tabulated only in those cases when the difference between C p and C sa , is not substantially smaller than the error of experimental data; conversions were carried out using Eq. (3). As there are not enough data on expansivities of alkanols, the term (oV loT)p was approximated by (aV laT) .. , (except for methanol, see Sec. 3.1.) ; the difference between them becomes important only far above the normal boiling temperature. The latter term was calculated from the temperature correlation of densities along the saturation line using a modified Rackett equation (85CAM/THO) or the Francis equation (86SMIISRI) . The derivative (dpldT)sat was calculated from the Wagner or Antoine vapor pressure equations (references 83MCG and 79DYK/REP, respectively).
The conversion was performed only at temperatures higher than 0.9Tb for C 1 to C 4 l-alkanols where both types of heat capacities are tabulated. No distinction between these heat capacities was made for other l-alkanols (see Sec. 4 . for details). The symbol C without a SUbscript specification or the term heat capacity are used throughout this paper whenever we refer both to C p and C sat or when the difference between their values for particular conditions is negligible compared to the expected experimental error.
Characterization of calorimetric techniques for determining heat capacities of liquids
The experimental methods used in determination of heat capacities of liquids are briefly outlined below. This survey is included to explain the meaning of abbrevia-tions used in tables of experimental heat capacities (see Sec. 4.1 . for a detailed description of the Tables).
AD -adiabatic calorimetry. A sample is placed inside a calorimetric vessel (provided with a thermometer and a heater) which is fully surrounded by a heated jacket. Its temperature follows exactly that of the vessel in order to avoid any transfer of heat between the vessel and its surrounding. The heat capacity is calculated from the measured amount of the electric energy supplied to the vessel and the corresponding increase in its temperature. No calibration is necessary, but corrections for small deviations from the strictly adiabatic regime are usually needed.
CC -measurement of cooling curve. A sample is heated and then placed into a thermostat whose temperature (lower than that of the substance) is maintained constant. The time taken to cool the sample is proportional to the heat capacity of the sample. The method is comparative, measurement with a reference substance of a well defined heat capacity has to be performed under the same conditions.
CT -use of the Calvet-Tian type of calorimeter. Two identical vessels (filled with studied and reference substances) are connected with thermopiles and placed inside a massive metallic block. When the same amount of heat is introduced into both vessels, a temperature imbalance between them occurs due to different heat capacities of the substances. The resulting temperature difference is eliminated by a heat flow through the thermopiles reflected in an electric signal which is proportional to the difference in heat capacities of the samples. The most common instruments of this type are French commercial calorimeters by SET ARAM.
DC -differential calorimetry. The same amount of heat is introduced into two thermostatted calorimetric vessels filled with a studied and reference material. The heat capacity is calculated from the temperature difference between the two vessels. The Calvet-Tian calorimeter is a special type of this apparatus.
DR -drop calorimetry. An ampoule with a sample is heated to a well defined temperature and dropped into a surroundings at the lower temperature. In the simplest version of the method, the increase in temperature of a Dewar flask filled with water is measured after dropping a sample (most heat capacities were determined in this way in the 19 th century). More accurate results are obtained in an isothermal arrangement where volume change during a phase transition induced by cooling of the sample is measured (e.g. melting of ice in Bunsen ice calorimeter). This technique always leads to average heat capacity C avg • DS -differential scanning calorimetry. It is a special type of differential calorimeter where both vessels (containing a sample and a reference substance) are continuously heated; the electric inputs to the heaters of the vessels are automatically adjusted to keep a constant rate of temperature increase in both vessels. The difference in power supplied to the vessels is proportional to the difference in heat capacities.
FL -flow calorimetry. A liquid under investigation flows at a constant rate through a heated tube, and the increase in temperature of the substance is measured. Volumetric heat capacity is obtained from the flow rate, electrical input and the difference in temperature of liquid after and before heating. Density of sample has to be available for conversion to the heat capacity per mole or unit mass. This principle is used in the Picker differential flow calorimeter which is available commercially (SET ARAM, SODEV). The instrument works on the principle of a thermal balance. Studied and reference liquids enter the measuring cells at the identical temperature and the heating inputs are automatically adjusted to give the same temperature increase. The serial connection of the cells provides for reduction of noise from flow rate fluctuations.
IP -isoperibol calorimetry. The calorimetric vessel (provided with a heater and a thermometer) is insulated from the surroundings which is maintained at a constant temperature -a Dewar flask in a thermos tatted room is the simplest arrangement. The amount of electric energy needed to increase the temperature of the vessel by several degrees is measured. Calibration with a reference material is needed in order to get a reasonable accuracy.
RP -regular pulsing technique. A cylindrical calorimetric vessel is filled completely with a sample. A narrow tube with a heating wire at its center passes through the vessel along its axis. Periodically either electric pulses are supplied to the heater or the cooling agent is passed through the tube. Heat capacity and thermal conductivity can be obtained from the measured oscillations of temperature in the vessel. This rapid but not too accurate method (experimental error 2 to 3 percent) was used primarily in the Soviet laboratories.
Methodology of Establishing the Recommended Data

Evaluation and Selection Process
Experimental heat capacities along with auxiliary data extracted from original sources were stored in a database of raw data. The auxiliary data comprised information on the nature of experimental procedure, sample purity and quality of experimental values. This information was used as a guide in the selection of data sets for establishing the recommended values; all available sources were critically assessed. The important part of the selection process was the simultaneous correlation of all experimental data which served to test the consistency and helped to reveal the systematic errors. The correlation was performed by the weighted least-squares method; the minimized objective function S had the form (4) where the summation is over all the values included in the correlation and subscript "exp" and "sm" relate to experimental and smoothed values, respectively. The reciprocal of the variance (J"2(C) has the meaning of the weighting factor. It was estimated for each value on the basis of the assumed experimental error of the data set used in the correlation. The input information was the percentage error of experimental data, (J"rC, as given by the author for the whole data set or estimated by the compiler. Thus the variance of the i -th data point was expressed as; (5) The following criteria were observed in the selection process:
1. Accuracy of the measurement claimed by the author; 2. Reputation of the laboratory and credibility of the author's measurements; 3. Consistency (a) All available heat capacity data sets along with the information on their accuracies were read in and after conversion to the same type of heat capacity (C l to C 4 l-alkanols) a preliminary joint correlation was performed. Prior to the correlation, data sets considered a priori as unreliable were discarded if more accurate data were available for the same temperature range. For those sources where only parameters of a smoothing equation were available, pseudo-discrete data were generated in the temperature range of the parameters' validity. A temperature step of 5 to 10 K was used according to the length of the temperature interval and density of data points from other sources. (b) In the next steps it was possible to make the following tentative changes: to discard individual values, to eliminate parts or whole data sets that showed little consistency with the other data, to change weights of whole data sets by altering the expected percent error of measurement, to modify the number of generated pseudo-discrete data points and to change the temperature limits within which the data sets are considered. (c) The correlation was repeated several times until the final fit with the selected data was obtained where differences between experimental and smoothed values were roughly equal to or smaller than expected experimental errors. The final correlation of the selected experimental data was assigned a level of accuracy (I to VI) according to the quality of the correlated data. The main criterion for jUdging the quality of the correlation was the standard weighted deviation, Sw: (6) where n is the overall number of the fitted data points and m is number of independent adjustable parameters in a correlation equation. When experimental data are consistent within the expected error limits, Sw should be close to unity. In addition, use of the following statistical criteria was made: the standard deviation
i=l the percentage standard deviation the bias (9) and the difference between the number of experimental points with positive and negative deviation from the smoothed values (denoted in tables as +/ -). In order to get information on how data from individual sources compared with the final correlation the deviations d w , d, d r and db defined analogously to sw. S, Sr and Sb were calculated for both included and rejected data sets. The definitions are as follows: the average weighted deviation
i=l the average deviation
the average percentage deviation the bias of a data set (13) where nJ denotes the number of data points in one data set.
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Correlation Equations
When examining the possible approaches to the temperature correlation of heat capacity data, two main criteria were considered:
1. The ability to fit precisely the selected experimental data over the whole temperature range with a relatively small number of parameters.
2. The possibility of a meaningful extrapolation above the upper temperature limit of experimental data.
A polynomial equation appears to be the most dependable in describing heat capacity as a function of temperature and has been used for description of C p or C sat of alcohols in most previous compilations (70TOU/MAK, 85WIL/CHA) where the parameters of the regression equation were listed. The temperature dependence of the heat capacity for l-alkanols is rather complex and a polynomial of up to the eighth degree might be needed in cases where data are available over a wide temperature range. The substantial drawback of the polynomials of a high degree is a possibility of oscillation and ill conditioning of parameters. We preferred to fit the selected experimental values with cubic splines which proved to be useful in describing complex functions in a number of technical applications.
The principle of the interpolation by cubic splines is as follows. The overall interval of independent variable (temperature) < T min , T max > is divided in k -1 subintervals which are delimited by temperatures T min = Th . .. , Tj, ... ,Tk = Tmax called knots. The heat capacity as a function of temperature is approximated between the neighboring knots by polynomials cubic in temperature. The basic property of the splines is that the j -I th and the /h polynomials must have at temperature Tj not only the same values of heat capacity but also identical first and second temperature derivatives. As the overall temperature range is described by k -1 cubic polynomials (each having four parameters) and the above three constraints apply to k -2 knot temperatures Tj. there are (k -1)4
-(k -2)3 = k + 2 independent adjustable parameters.
They are expressed as the heat capacity values at k knot temperatures and two further constraints, typically taken as boundary conditions at TJ and T k • The zero second derivative end conditions are the most common (natural spline).
When using cubic splines for smoothing experimental data the knot temperatures have to be chosen first and then the heat capacity values at knots are adjusted by a spline correlation routine in order to minimize the objective function S defined by Eq. (4) . We used the correlation algorithm developed at the Technical University of Budapest (79KOL) in which the two boundary conditions are considered during minimization as two additional adjustable parameters. Three to four knots (i. e. five to six independent parameters) were necessary for the satisfactory fit of the data for l-alkanols within the expected experimental errors.
The results of spline correlation are usually reported in terms of the knot values and two boundary conditions; the spline routine is then necessary for generating the recommended data. As we expect that this routine is not available to all users of the data we preferred to tabulate directly the parameters of cubic polynomials which are easier to use. A single polynomial linear in temperature was used for one compound where data were available in a limited temperature range only. The adjustable parameters Aj relate to the equation
where R is the gas constant. The upper limit of the summation m is equal to 3 in all cases where the overall temperature range is subdivided (cubic splines fitting) or can be lower when only one polynomial is used to describe the data. Dividing temperature by a scaling factor of 100 improved the numerical stability of the set of normal equations used in determining the parameters.
The cubic splines are very flexible when describing the temperature dependence of heat capacity inside the limits of the temperature range of experimental data, i.e. they are excellent for interpolation. However, the cubic splines cannot be used for a meaningful extrapolation. Thus, another correlation equation was proposed which should provide for a reasonable extrapolation, especially towards the critical point. The derivation of this new relationship -further denoted as "quasi-polynomial equation" -is based on the assumption that the heat capacity of most organic liquids is an increasing function of temperature. The only exceptions occur for a few substances which show a shallow minimum a few degrees above the triple point. Such behavior is only observed with precise measurements. As the quasi-polynomial equation is aimed primarily at applications where emphasis on the extrapolation capability rather than on a perfect fit of experimental data, the possible presence of a minimum in the heat capacity curve was ignored.
Consider that the first derivative of heat capacity with respect to variable T = 1 -T /Tc is a quadratic function of the form where e_l, el, e2 are adjustable parameters. After integration one obtains (16) where eo is an adjustable parameter resulting from integration. Due to the form of Eq. (15), dC/dr is always negative and the dC/dT must be always positive; therefore the right hand side of Eq. (16) is an increasing function of temperature. The term e_1 2 /T provides for a sharp increase of heat capacity as the critical point is approached. This is in agreement with the theory of liquid state which predicts C p and C sat to be unbounded at Te. Equation (16) can be modified to give a power series in T C/R (17) where E j are parameters related to the coefficients ej in Eq. (16) and the upper limit of summation m equals 5.
Units, Conversion Factors, Temperature Scales
All numerical data reported in the tables are given in SI units. Factors for converting the values from the original sources to SI units are as follows:
Molar masses were calculated from atomic masses recommended by the IUPAC Commission on Atomic Weights (84COM). The differences in temperature scales were neglected for two reasons. First, the highest relative error in heat capacity introduced by neglecting the difference between IPTS-68 and IPTS-48 temperature scales was in the range 10-4 to 10-5 percent which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the precision of the best heat capacity measurements. Second, it was not clear in some cases, particularly for older measurements, which temperature scale was adopted by the author.
Heat Capacity Data on 1-AlkanolsAvailability, Consistency and Temperature Dependence
The literature search was limited to sources published after 1920. Only calorimetric measurements of heat capacities were compiled (see the brief characterization of experimental methods in Sec. 1.3.) . Neither enthalpic measurements on reference-fluid boil-off calorimeters nor heat capacities determined by indirect techniques (compressibility and piezothermic methods) were considered.
The substantial part of heat capacity data discussed below are sub or superambient measurements carried out usually on adiabatic heat capacity calorimeters over a considerable temperature range. Near ambient conditions, the measurements performed over a limited temperature range or at one temperature only (usually at 298.15 K) are common for C, to C 6 l-alkanols. The latter data were typically determined during thermodynamic investigation on mixtures, as the values at the limit of a concentration range.
We did not pay special attention to the problems of solid-liquid phase transition for l-alkanols; some compounds tend to form glasses and their melting points are not well defined. More information can be found in the literature (73WIL/ZVO, 85WIL/CHA).
Selection of Data for C 1 to C s 1-Alkanols
The experimental heat capacities on C, to C s l-alkanols are abundant and several sources cover relatively wide temperature ranges with good accuracy. The substantial part of the selected temperature dependent data were from four well-known laboratories which have been engaged in the heat capacity measurements for many years:
The Division of Chemical Standards of the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, England (Counsell, Hales, Lees and Martin), data for C 3 to C s l-alkanols (65COUIHAL,68COU/LEE).
The National Bureau of Standards, (Fiock, Ginnings and Holton), old but reliable data for methanol and ethanol extending above the normal boiling temperature (31FIO/GIN).
The Department of Chemistry, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan (Carlson and Westrum), data for methanol (71CAR/WES)
The Department of Chemistry, University of Osaka, Toyonaka, Osaka (Haida, Suga and Seki), data for ethanol (77HAIISUG).
Grigor'ev and coworkers (79GRIIY AN) at the Groznenskii Petroleum Institute (Groznenskii Neftyanoi Institut), USSR reported data on C 3 to C s l-alkanols reaching from temperatures close to ambient up to 463 K. Description of the experimental procedure is very concise and it is not quite obvious what type of heat capacity was determined. Measurements were carried out at pressures slightly above the vapor pressure and the tabulated results are claimed to be isobaric heat capacities relating to the saturation line. Although there is little information on the data in the original literature, their consistency (usually within 1 percent) with the results from other laboratories is acceptable. This is the only source reporting data for C 3 and C s l-alkanols above the normal boiling temperature.
The data from the above sources were complemented by measurements from other laboratories which were considered reliable, reasonably consistent and extended, in some cases, the temperature range of experimental values. In the case of ethanol these were the low temperature measurements of Ziegler and coworkers (66HWA/ ZIE, 79BRO/ZIE) carried out at Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, which were in excellent agreement with the Japanese results (77HAI/SUG).
Boyette and Criss (88BOY /CRI) performed measurements for methanol at 8.3 MPa up to a temperature 9 K below the critical point. The conversion to the vapor pressure had to be carried out in order to be able to include these data in our correlation. The following thermodynamic relationship was used:
where the volumes VI and V 2 correspond to the experimental pressure and the vapor pressure PSI respectively. J . Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. 19, No.3, 1990 The bracketed expressions denote the difference of the given quantity between the pressures corresponding to V 2 and VI' The equation of state for methanol by Machado and Street (83MAC/STR) was used, vapor pressures were obtained from the Wagner equation with constants determined by McGarry (83MCG). We assigned an uncertainty of ±3% to the corrected values. The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (3) was estimated in a similar way.
For I-propanol we included also the values obtained at the Institute of Physical Chemistry of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw (80KAL/JED) and the measurements by Eucken and Eigen (5IEUC/EIG) at the University of G6ttingen. While the data from the former source were in excellent agreement with the measurements from NPL, England (68COU/LEE) there was a serious disagreement with the latter source near the lower temperature limit of the data and therefore only the values from the upper part of the temperature interval were included.
For I-butanol above its normal boiling temperature we also considered isobaric heat capacities of San Jose (75SAN) determined at pressure near 1. 4 MPa at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA. A minor p VT correction to convert these data from the experimental pressure to the vapor pressure was applied; its maximum value is around 0.3 percent of the heat capacity value. The data seem to be more scattered compared to those of Grigor'ev et al. and are in most cases lower.
In the case of C 2 to C s l-alkanols a number of one-temperature measurements (usually at or near 298.15 K) and some measurements in a limited temperature interval near ambient conditions (86GA T /WOO, 66KLE) were included.
Wilhoit et al. (85WIL/CHA) did evaluation of thermodynamic properties for C 1 to C 4 alkanols in the condensed phases. For methanol and ethanol we adopted an identical procedure for converting the experimental enthalpy data reported by Fiock and Ginnings (31FIO/ GIN) to saturation heat capacities. The agreement of our recommendations with those of Wilhoit and coworkers is, for these two alcohols, within ±O.l percent. There are some differences for C 3 and C 4 l-alkanols, due to the fact that we included some more recent data covering a larger temperature range. For I-propanol the agreement is within ±O.2 percent except around the temperature 380 K where our recommendations are 0.5 percent higher. This is the region just above the upper temperature limit of the data of Counsell and Lee. Wilhoit et al. considered only the measurements by Eucken and Eigen which are systematically lower by several percent compared to the previous source. For I-butanol agreement to ±O.l percent is observed below 320 K (region where both evaluations used measurements by Counsell et al.) . Above this temperature our recommendations are lower (up to 0.7 percent near the upper temperature limit). Wilhoit et af. used old measurements (*81REI) and (24WIL/DAN) which we consider less credible than our selection (75SAN, 79GRI/YAN).
Selection of Data for C s to C a 1-Alkanols
The selection of data for C 6 to Cg l-alkanols was more complicated. Although several data sources are available for each compound, they are not generally consistent. Differences of several percent are quite common and it is hard to decide which sources should be selected for the final correlation. In order to obtain some guidance in evaluating the data sources, measurements between 298 and 318 K were carried out with all three l-alkanols at the Institute of Chemical Technology in Prague (89VES/BAR). They made it possible to check the low temperature measurements near their upper temperature limit and the superambient data close to their lower temperature limit.
Concerning the low temperature data, only one source was available for C 7 and C s l-alkanols and though the data of Cline and Andrews (31CLI/AND) for I-octanol were scattered and differed strongly near room temperature from the other sources, there was no other choice. The distortion of the heat capacity curve for I-octano! in the low temperature range is apparent in Fig. 17 . For I-hexanol, the results of extensive measurements from the Institute of Physical Chemistry of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw (84KAL/WOY) are 2 to 5 percent higher compared to the old low temperature values of Kelley (29KEL2) and other data at ambient temperature. As the results of the same Polish authors for I-propanol measured four years earlier on the same instrument seem to be very good, we suspect that contamination of the sample is the reason for this discrepancy. When the heat capacity versus temperature curves for C s to C 7 I-alkanols were compared, it was obvious that the curve for I-hexanol would have been too high at low temperatures if the Polish data had been considered as the only source. We did not, however, reject these measurements but included them in the correlation with a lower weight (see Table 17 ). The reason is that we do not consider the old data by Kelley as very reliable either, and we preferred a compromise rather than using exclusively one data set in the subambient region.
The measurements at superambient temperatures are almost exclusively from the Soviet laboratories. Here again we preferred the data from Groznenskii Neftyanoi Institut, (79GRI/Y AN) compared to those from other laboratories: Stepanakertskii Gosudarstvenyi Universitet, Stepanakertsk (81 AR U) and Azerbaidzhanskii Politekhnicheskii Institut, Baku (86NAZ/BAS2, 88NAZ/BAS).
Selection of Data for Cg to C 18 1-Alkanols
The amount of information and credibility of data on higher l-alkanols decrease with increasing length of the carbon chain. Consistency of data from different sources is generally poor and it is sometimes difficult to decide which data sets should be selected. Only one literature source was found for I-hexadecanol and no measurements at all were reported for I-heptadecanol.
First of all, the Soviet laboratories carried out extensive investigations on higher members of this series. For C 9 and C lO l-alkanols we selected, as for the lower I-alkanols, the data of Grigor' ev et al. (79G RI/Y AN). For the CII and higher I-alkanols (with the exception of I-dodecanol) the measurements of Vasil'ev, Petrov and coworkers (80V AS/TRE, 82V AS/PET) from the Soviet Research Institut of Petroleum Chemistry (Vsesoyuznyi Nauchno-Issledovatel'skii Institut Neftekhimicheskikh Protsessov), in Leningrad were the only source of data over the large temperature range. Only parameters of polynomials describing heat capacity as a quadratic function of temperature in several subintervals are given in the latter source. When plotting the data generated from these polynomials we observed a strong discontinuity of the first derivative at the limits of the subintervals. There is probably something wrong with the experimental values (which are not accessible) or with the correlation. There seems to be even a shallow minimum on the heat capacity curve at high temperatures.
The only western C p measurements over a wide temperature range are those of Svensson (79SWE) performed on a commercial DSC calorimeter for C IO and C I2 l-alkanols at the Thermochemistry Center of the University of Lund, Sweden. They suggest also a considerable decrease in the temperature derivative of the heat capacity as the upper temperature limit is approached. Considering the scarcity of data sources and their poor consistency one should approach the recommended data for CII and higher l-alkanols with caution. We have developed a contribution technique (90ZAB/RUZ) for calculating liquid heat capacities of l-alkanols. This method is based on all values resulting from this evaluation and might be useful in those cases where a uniform and consistent description of all high I-alkanols is required.
Another problem concerns the possibility of decomposition for compounds with long carbon chains at high temperatures. Ambrose and Sprake (70AMB/SPR) found during their vapor pressure measurements that decomposition is likely to occur at temperatures above 550, 570 and 575 for C\2, C I6 and C I8 l-alkanols, respectively. This information can serve as a guide for all high I-alkanols. How-ever, very few heat capacity data are available above these temperature limits and we did not therefore examine more closely stability of compounds.
Temperature Variation of Heat Capacity for 1-Alkanols
The temperature dependence of heat capacity for liquid n -alkanes is a convex function except a shallow minimum near the triple point temperature. It is often assumed that the temperature variation of liquid heat capacity for l-alkanols should be similar. The liquid C 1 to C 3 l-alkanols actually might have a very shallow extremum in the vicinity of the lower temperature limit. There is, however, experimental evidence that the heat capacity curve for C 4 and higher I-alkanols exhibits an inflexion point. The accurate measurements for I-pentanol (68COU/LEE) suggested the presence of an inflexion point near the reduced temperature T, = 0.6; a similar finding was reported for I-butanol (75SAN). The recent results of Soviet authors for C 6 and higher I-alkanols (79GRI/Y AN, 80V AS/TRE, 82V AS/PET, 86NAZ/BAS2, 88NAZ/BAS) indicate a strong "flattening" of the heat capacity curves at high temperatures (especially for C!3 and higher l-alkanols). However, little is known about the reliability of these data and in many cases only parameters of regression polynomials are available, which prevents an evaluator from a deeper insight into the data. The heat capacity equations published for l-alkanols in the report of the Engineering Science Data Unit (79ENG) represent C"" as a convex function of temperature. On the other hand the results of our correlation combining data from several sources indicate presence of inflexion points starting with 1-propanol. To prove the systematic presence of inflexion points and to demonstrate shifts in their location with the increasing length of the carbon chain would require additional accurate measurements over a considerable temperature range for several members of the homologous series (especially for higher l-alkanols). This feature of the temperature dependence of C for l-alkanols can be explained by the presence of hydrogen-bonded clusters which tend to break up as temperature is increased. These changes in the structure of the liquid are reflected sensitively in the temperature variation of heat capacity. The plot of saturation heat capacity versus temperature is given for C 1 to Cg and for C 9 to C l8 l-alkanols in Figs. 17 and 18, respectively. 
Description of Tables and Deviation Plots
Most of the information on the data and their processing is given in tables which are described in detail below. The characterization of raw data, their consistency, and results of correlation are summarized for each I-alkanol separately in three tables and a deviation plot. Tables of experimental heat capacities review all primary sources and characterize briefly experimental conditions and quality of data. (Figs. 1 to  15) . Tables listing parameters obtained from the spline correlation of the selected data also give information on the quality of the overall fit and reliability of the recommended data.
Recommended values generated from the cubic splines and parameters of quasi-polynomial extrapolation Eg. (17) are tabulated together for all I-alkanols in Tables 51 and 52, respectively. Graphical representation of the recommended data is in Figs. 17 and 18 at the end of the article.
Correlations for both isobaric and saturation heat capacities were performed for C 1 to C 4 l-alkanols. No distinction is made between the two heat capacities for C s and higher I-alkanols (the discussion of heat capacity types is given in Sec. 1.2.) . The reasons are as follows. For C s to CIS l-alkanols the upper temperature limit of experimental data is always below or very close to the normal boiling point temperature. The difference between C p and C sat is therefore one order of magnitude smaner compared to the error of the data. For C s to C 7 l-alkanols the data extend above the normal boiling temperature and the maximum difference between C p and C sa , is 1.1 J K-lmol-l (for I-hexanol at its upper temperature limit). For these three compounds the only source of experimental data above the normal boiling temperature are the measurements of Grigor'ev and coworkers (79GRI/y AN). The accuracy of the data is around 1 percent and it is not quite clear what type of heat capacity they actually measured. For these reasons we preferred not to give any specification regarding the heat capacity type.
Certain statistics and parameter values are listed in the modified E notation. The first part of number denotes the fractional part which is followed by the exponent of the basis 10. The exponent is separated from the fractional part by a plus or a minus sign (e.g. -1.53-5 means -1. 53.10-5 ).
Experimental Heat Capacities
Each line of the table contains information on one literature SOurce of experimental data; when several distinct data sets were given for the same compound in one publication (parameters of smoothing equations relating to different temperature subintervals for higher l-alkanols) there are several lines for one data source, each relating to one data set.
First column: the abbreviated reference in the form YY AAA/BBBM where YY are the last two digits of the year of publication (for a year before 1900 the reference code is preceded by an asterisk), AAA and BBB are the first three letters of the last name of the first and second author (if present), respectively. M is a digit from 1 to 9 distinguishing papers published by the same author(s) within the same year.
For some sources a footnote is added below the table. In these cases there is capital N between the first and second column.
Second column: temperature range of the data set in kelvin.
Third column: number of experimental data points; symbol "eqn" is used in those cases where only parameters of a smoothing equation were presented in the original literature.
Fourth column: error of measurement (TrCexp in percent claimed by the author(s); abbreviation "nosp" is used when no specification is given in the original literature.
Fifth column: purity of the substance in mass percent (given with the same number of significant digits as in the original source) and analytical method used for its determination; the meaning of the abbreviations used is as follows: "anal" -analytical (used when the analytical method was not specified), "chrom" -gas chromatography, "estim" -the purity was estimated by the authors, "melpt" -determination of impurities from the melting point depression.
Sixth column: type of the heat capacity reported in the original literature; C p -isobaric heat capacity, Csa, -saturation heat capacity, C avg -the average heat capacity determined over a temperature range usually greater than 10 K.
Seventh column: type of the calorimetric method used for determining the data and reference to the publication where the instrument is described. The abbreviations used in the table to characterize the experimental techniques are explained in Sec. 1.3.
Correlated Heat Capacities
This table contains information on the results of the correlation presented for the individual data sets. The statistics for the selected and rejected data sets are listed in the upper and lower half of the table, respectively. This table is not presented in the case of I-hexadecanol where only one data set was available. The meaning of the columns in the upper part of the table (selected values) is as follows.
First column: the abbreviated reference (the same as in the table of experimental heat capacities).
Second column: temperature range (in kelvin) in which the data from a particular source were included in the correlation.
Third column: number of values used in the final determination of the correlation parameters.
The entries in the second and third columns are identical to those in the table of experimental heat capacities when the whole data set was included in the correlation; they differ if part of the data was discarded.
Fourth column: percentage error (TrC used in Eq. (5) to estimate the variance of individual data points. This value is either equal to (TrCexp (col. 4 in the table of experimental heat capacities) or is assigned by the evaluator in cases when no specification is given in the original source or the author's estimate does not seem to be realistic. When the percentage error (TrC was assigned or modified by the evaluator, the value is followed by the pound sign (#).
Fifth column: average weighted deviation d w defined by Eq. (10).
Sixth column: average deviation d (defined by Eq. (11» divided by gas constant R (dimensionless).
Seventh column: average percentage deviation d r defined by Eq. (12).
Eighth column: bias of the data set db (defined by Eq. (13» divided by gas constant R (dimensionless).
Ninth column: the difference between the numbers of experimental points with positive and negative deviation from the recommended values (denoted +/ -).
In the lower part of the In the case of C 1 to C 4 l-alkanols the correlations for isobaric and saturation heat capacities were performed separately. We give, however, for these compounds only one table of correlated heat capacities as the selection of data sources did not differ and values of statistics were practically identical in both correlations.
Parameters of Cubic Spline Polynomials
This table gives for each I-alkanol in the upper part characteristics of the final correlation of the selected data and lists in the lower part the corresponding parameters of the cubic spline polynomials.
The upper part consists of two lines when both isobaric and saturation heat capacities are tabulated (C I to C 4 l-alkanols) and of only one line when no distinction is made between the two heat capacities (C s and higher l-alkanols). The following items are listed.
First column: type of heat capacity listed -C p and C sa , denote isobaric and saturation heat capacities, respectively. Symbol C is used when it was not reasonable to make any distinction between the two types of heat capacities.
Second column: the total number of all experimental data points available.
Third column: the total number of experimental data points used in the correlation.
Fourth column: standard weighted deviation Sw defined by Eqs. (4) and (6).
Fifth column: standard deviation s (defined by Eq. (7» divided by gas constant R (dimensionless).
Sixth column: standard percentage deviation Sr defined by Eq. (8).
Seventh column: bias Sb (defined by Eq. (9» divided by gas costant R (dimensionless).
Eighth column: the overall difference between the numbers of experimental points with positive and negative deviation from the recommended values (denoted +/-).
The parameters of polynomials describing individual subintervals of the temperature range of the selected data are listed in the lower part of the table. For C 1 to C 4 l-alkanols two sets of parameters are listed separately, the first relating to the temperature correlation of C p and the second to that of C,at. The meaning of the individual columns is as follows:
First column: temperature subinterval in kelvins to which the listed parameters relate.
Second to fifth columns: parameters of the cubic spline polynomial defined by Eq. (14) valid in the given subinterval. Dimension of parameters is l/Tj. Parameters for two to three subintervals are given except for I-hexadecanol where the only literature source available contains parameters of a linear equation which are directly listed in the table.
Sixth column: level of accuracy assigned by the evaluators to the data generated from the polynomial in the given temperature subinterval. This characteristic expresses the expected overall accuracy of the recommended data and reflects both the uncertainty in the experimental values and possible error due to the fitting procedure. The following levels of accuracy were assigned:
I -excellent data (uncertainty below 0.1 percent) II -highly reliable data (uncertainty below 0.25 percent) III -reliable data (uncertainty below 0.5 percent) IV -medium quality data (uncertainty below 1 percent) V -data of low reliability (uncertainty below 3 percent) VI -very unreliable data with a possibility of gross systematic errors (uncertainty above 3 percent).
The level of accuracy assigned to individual subintervals often differs due to the unequal reliability of experimental data in different parts of the temperature range. The lower accuracy for the high l-alkanols in the upper temperature subinterval reflects the possibility of decomposition. Table 51 lists recommended heat capacities generated from the parameters of cubic spline polynomials at typical temperatures 273.15 and 298.15 K, and with the step 10 K over the whole temperature range of the selected experimental data. Both isobaric and saturation heat capacities are tabulated for C 1 to C 4 l-alkanols, no distinction between the two types of heat capacity is made for higher l-alkanols. For e lJ and higher l-alkanols the heat capacity is practically constant over a temperature interval of several degrees near the upper temperature limit of the data. This is caused by a peculiar character of the Soviet data (80V AS/TRE, 82V AS/PET, see Sec. 3.3. for more details). They were difficult to fit; varying position and number of knots have never prevented their oscillation around the data generated from the cubic splines (see the deviation plots). As other independent studies are not available at the same conditions it is difficult to judge if this particular variation of the heat capacity is real (see also Fig. 18 ).
Recommended Values of Heat Capacities
Parameters of Quasi-Polynomial Extrapolation Equation
The quasi-polynomial equation (17) permits semiquantitative extrapolation outside the temperature range of experimental values and obeys the condition of infinite heat capacity at the critical temperature (see Sec. 2.2. for details). Parameters are given for C 1 to ClQ l-alkanols in Table 52 . This type of correlation was not carried out for higher l-alkanols which decompose near the upper temperature limit of the experimental data. The parameters represent C p for C 1 to C 4 l-alkanols; no distinction between the types of heat capacity is made for higher 1-alkanols. The tabulated items have the following meaning. Tenth line: the standard deviation of the fit s (defined by Eq. (7» divided by gas constant R.
Eleventh line: level of accuracy within the temperature range of the experimental data. When using the equation outside this interval the accuracy deteriorates with the length of extrapolation.
Deviation Plots
An overview of the deviations from the recommended values for all experimental data (both included in and rejected from the final correlation) measured by various authors is presented in graphical form in the deviation plots. The temperature is plotted along the x-axis and the relative percentage deviation for individual data points along the y-axis. Data from different sources are distinguished by different symbols. Points that lie outside the range of the ordinate in the plot are accompanied by the numerical value of the deviation. Some points that overlap each other or the accompanying figures are omitted. Some data sets that exhibit large deviations from the recommended data were not included. .84-2, -1.14-1, -9.88-2, -1.04-1. (4.75-1, (8.13-2, (7.79-1, (5.90-2, (1.50-1, (1.50-1, (6.76-2, (6.22-1, (1.76-1, (4.60-2, (6.88 Purity % method not specified not specified not specified not specified not specified not specified not specified 99.94 melpt not specified not specified not specified not specified not specified not specified 99.
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